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Abstract - The paper deals with viscoplasticity 
of ferromagnetic materials. Tensor representation is 
applied to a set of evolution equations comprising the 
plastic stretching and residual magnetization tensors. 
Small magnetoelastic strains of isotropic insulators are 
considered in detail in two special cases of finite as well 
as small plastic strain. A special emphasis is given to 
piezomagnetism effects in the case of uniaxial cycling 
strain. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The principal objective of this work is to towards a sim-
plified approach of inelasticity of ferromagnetics serv-
ing primarily to subsequent nondestructive electromag-
netic examination of inelastic behavior of nuclear reac-
tor steels (cf. [1, 2]). 

In this paper like in [3, 4, 5]) associativity of flow 
rule ( the normality of the plastic strain rate tensor 
onto a yield surface has not been taken as granted even 
if such an approach is accepted in the majority of the 
papers dealing with the subject. Evolution equations 
(exposed in the second section of this paper) are based 
on the appropriate geometry of deformation and the ex-
tended irreversible thermodynamics. This geometry is 
founded on the continuum theory of dislocations (com-
pare with [6, 7]) and is shortly reviewed in the sequel. 

As a prerequisite, a correct geometric description 
of an inelastic deformation process analyzed is neces-
sary. Consider a crystalline body in a real configuration 
(k) with dislocations and an inhomogeneous tempera-
ture field T{X,t) (where t stands for time and X for 
the considered particle of the body) subject to surface 
tractions. Corresponding to (k) there exists, usually, an 
initial reference configuration (K) with (differently dis-
tributed) dislocations at a homogeneous temperature 
To without surface tractions. Due to these defects such 
a configuration is not stressfree but contains an equili-
brated residual stress (often named as "back-stress"). 
It is generally accepted that linear mapping function 
F(.,t) : (K) —> (k) is compatible second rank total 
deformation gradient tensor. Here time t as scalar pa-
rameter allows for family of deformed configurations 
(k). In the papers dealing with continuum represen-
tations of tiislocation distributions configuration (k) is 
imagined to be cut into small elements denoted by (n) 
, these being subsequently brought to the tempera-

ture of (K) free of neighbors. The deformation tensor 
Fg (,,t) : (n) —> (fc) obtained in such a way is incom-
patible and should be called the thermoelastic distor-
tion tensor whereas (n)-elements are commonly named 
as natural state local reference configurations (cf. for 
instance [6]). Of course, the corresponding plastic dis-
tortion tensor 

FpUO-FEC.o-^F^O, (i) 
is also incompatible. Herein F is found by comparison 

of material fibres in (K) and (k) while Fg is determined 
by crystallographic vectors in (n) and (k). Multiplying 
above formula from the left hand side by P (.,t) we 
reach at Kroner's decomposition rule {8] which is often 
wrongly named as Lee's decomposition formula. It is 
worthy of note that curlFE {., t)^1 ^ O and this in-
compatibility is commonly connected to an asymmetric 
second order tensor of dislocation density. 

In the paper [7] the authors connected to the nat-
ural state elements magnetization vectors in such a way 
that they are isoclinic in (n) and inhomogeneous in (1<) 
the inhomogeneity being responsible for magnctostric-
tive strains. Such an assumption is very much in accord 
with the above geometrical argument and is accepted 
in the sequel. 

I S O T R O P I C VISCOPLASTICALLY 
D E F O R M E D INSULATORS 

We consider an isotropic body under the following very 
simplifying assumptions: 

i (Al) elastic strain, reversible and irreversible mag-
netization are small of the same order but plastic strain 
itself is finite (cf. also [3]); 

(A&) thermal and electric effects are neglected, 
Such assumptions correspond to the so called 

piezomagnetism processes when magnetization is gen-
erated by straining processes (cf. eg. [10] and [11]). 

Let us take into account that by its very nature the 
mechanical stress disappears when pure elastic strain 
vanishes and, similarly, the local magnetic field equals 
t o ze ro if t h e revers ib le m a g n e t i z a t i o n vanishes . T h e n , 
according to f7] it is reasonable to introduce magne-
tostrictive strain by means of 

Eg : = E — Ep = Fp - ( F | • F E - 1) • FP , (2) 
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o;rt in other words: 

Ee S E e + C : (Mx8>M|) = E e + E m a g . (3) 

Here £ is the fourth rank tensor of magnetostric-
tion constants symmetric only in indices of the first as 
well as the second pair whereas the notation Mq stands 
for the unit vector of the magnetization vector M. The 
constituents of the Lagrangian elastic strain tensor Ee , 
niinely, E e as well as E m a g are both incompatible and 
are referred to as pure elastic strain and magneto stric-
tive strain . 

With these facts taken into account and the above 
assumptions (A1-A2) the constitutive equations for 
mechanical part of the stress tensor and the local mag-
netic field specialize into [4]: 

T = (c i l + QEp C3E? ) t rE e + 2ca E e + (4) 
c s (EP • E e + E e • E P ) + 
C6 (Ep • E e + E e -Ep ), 

H = c 7 M r +CS (EP - M r + M r • E P ) +- (5) 

cg(Ep • M r + M r * Ep }, 

where instead of magnetic induction field the internal 
magnetic field vector H ~ 0.5 £ : H (opposing the lo-
cfd magnetic field vector under assumption. (Al) ) has 
b sen introduced by making use of tensorial represents 
tions for the proper orthogonal group [12]. In the above 
" magnetic" constitutive equation 

Mr := M - .Mr , (6) 

is the reversible magnetization vector. The antisym-
metric second rank tensors H , M r and M« are made 
fiom the corresponding vectors Ht Mr Mr by means 
of the Ricci third rank permutation tensor £ defined in 
(K ̂ configuration in the following way ( A 6 {r, fi}): 

H == £ H = -HT , MA =£-Ma = -Mj. (7) 
They are favored instead of the mentioned vectors 
for convenience and more compact representation. Of 
course, instead of (5) an equivalent formulation using 
cross products of vectors Mr and .Mr with symmetric 
second rank tensor Ep is also possible [12], Equation 
(4) is the generalized Hooke's law accounting for plas-
tic strain induced mechanical anisotropy while the con-
s t i t u t i ve e q u a t i o n for i n t e r n a l m a g n e t i c field p r ed i c t s 
magnetic anisotropy induced by the same cause. 

The ffee energy function generating linear forms of 
(4) and (5) reads: 

•p 1 -2 , 1 -2 1 -7 * - 2Cl %i + 2C? ̂  + ^ ie> + C5 i$ + 
1 . 1 1 C6 »6 + + + 209 *9> (8) 

with the following proper and mixed invariants of its 
tensorial arguments (cf. [12]): 

i i = trEe> i2 ~ tr{Ep -Ee}, i3 = tr{E% -Ee}, U = tr{Ee}, is = fr{Ep • Eg}, ie = Sr{Ep • Eg}(9) 
h - MM?}. *8 = ir{Ep • Mr}, *9 = tr{Ep • M?}. 
In the sequel inverse forms of (4) and (5) will be useful. 
They can be written as follows; 

Ee = (71l + 72Ep +73Ê )trT+ (10) 
27 , T + 75 (E P • T + T • E P ) + 

7 6 (Ep • T + T • Ep ), 

M r = 77H + 7g(Ep • H + H • Ep ) + (11) 
7g(Ep • H + H • E P ). 

The relationships between sets {ci, ...,09} and 
{7i> •••>79} c a n he found-as follows. Let us multiply 
(4) as well as (10) by the tensors 1, Ep and Ef5 finding 
traces of both sides. If we introduce notations: 

si = trT, S2 = fr{EP • T}, 33 = tr{Ep • T}, 84 = ir{T2}, s5 = ir{EP • T2}, s6 = tr{F,j • Tflfe) 
s7 = ir{H2}, sa = tr{EP -H2}, = ir{Ep - H2}. 
then such a procedure will provide required relation-
ships between ( c ^ , . . - , } and {73, 7^} • Of course, 
the same procedure applied to (5) as well as (11) would 
connect sets {q,. . . ,eg} and {77,...,7g}. 

Similarly, the evolution equations for plastic strain 
rate and residual magnetisation rate are explicitly 
stated by the following formulae: 

12 
DEP = ; k=l 

; 9 
! £>MR (14) 

k=i 

where tensor generators G^ ' ' and G^111 are similar to 
those in (4 - 5). The scalar coefficients {d\, ..;dn} as 
well as {ei,.... eg} depend on proper and mixed invari-
ants of the tensors H, T and Ep according to assump-
tions (Al) and fA'2). They are not written here for the 
sake of brevity and are listed explicitly in [4] on the 
basis of representation theory for tensor functions (cf. 
[12])-
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It should be rioted here that all the scalar coeffi-
cients in above constitutive relations (4)-(5) are func-
tions of the principal invariants of the plastic strain 
tensor Ep . For advanced magnetizations, a nonlinear-
ity of the magnetic relationship (5) must be taken into 
account while Hooke's law (4) is always linear in the 
elastic strain for steels. Of course, if plastic strain itself 
is small, then the corresponding complete linearization 
of constitutive and evolution equations is straightfor-
ward which might be of interest especially if dynamic 
effects are considered i.e. wave equations of the lin-
earized problem written (cf. [3] }. Evolution equations 
then would reduce to Onsager-Casimir reciprocity rela-
tions, 

SMALL MAGNETQ-VISCOPLASTIC 
STRAINS 

Let us see what consequences could have an introduc-
tion of a generalized loading function fž with the fol-
lowing orthogonality properties (cf. (lj) 

DEp = Dh~ and DMr ~ D A ~ . ' (15) 
yH. oH 

where the material time rate of a scalar function A van-
ishes if the yield function / (enclosing the correspond-
ing elastic range) is either negative or zero (cf. eg. 
(3]).Suppose, for simplicity that the assumption (A2) 
still holds whereas the assumption (Al) is replaced by 
means of the following: 

(AS) elastic and plastic strain, reversible and ir-
reversible magnetization, as well as plastic strain rate 
and irreversible magnetization rate are all small of the 
same order, 

Then we may assume the loading function in the 
following polynomial form 

s! + »4 + S7i (16) 

leading by means of (15) into the following two evolu-
tion equations 

DEp = DA [ u>a irT + wjT], (17) 
DMr = DA W3 H, (18) 

whose simplicity follows from the above very special 
loading scalar function fi. In addition, the free energy 
function F becomes very simplified as follows: 

F = -Ci i] + a, U + \ci »7 + ̂'(Bp ,MR ) (19) 
where F* would depend on proper and mixed invariants 
of Ep and MR . Such a function allows the following 
very special constitutive equations: 

T = cil trEe +2c« Ee, with ci = A; Q = (i, (20) 
H — c ? M r , w i t h X 5 —. (21) 

C7 

Obviously, the inherent material constants are easily 
recognized to be Lame constants as well as the constant 
of magnetic susceptibility (cf. [9]). It should be noted 
that if the tensor of magnetostriction constants £ is 
introduced into (20) then magnetostriction process can 
be shown explicitly. 

The situation described in this section could corre-
spond to piezomagnetism induced by low-cycle fatigue 
of ferromagnetics. Such a process was investigated ex-
perimentally in the paper [10]. A cylindrical speci-
men of AISI 1018 was uniaxially treated by push-pull 
tests on MTS-810 servo-hydraulic testing machine such 
that total strain was periodic and triangularly shaped 
j|E|j e (0, 0.009} with cycle duration of 2 s. Magnetic 
induction due to piezomagnetism effect was also almost 
periodic with very slight changes with increase of rel-
ative number of cycles N/Nf (where M is number of 
cycles at failure) and cumulation of phase delay with 
respect to strain with growth of accumulated plastic 
strain. Maxima, and minima of E are almost coincident 
with minima and maxima of the magnetic induction 
B. Thus, if plastic strain accumulation is calculated by 
means of 

*(():= f !|Z?Ep (r)|| dr (22) 
J o 

then if uniaxial components of E as well as B, M r , MR 
are denoted by means of E n as well as Bn ,Mr u , Mr i i 
the following memory-type equation 

Bn(t) : = f J{v,t~ r) DEn{T) dr, (23) 
J 0 

would describe fairly well the above explained exper-
imental situation, Time differentiation of the above 
relationship gives rise t.o the expression: 

DBu(t) := J{*,Q)DEu(t)+J ^J{n,t-r) DEu{r)dT. 
(24) 

In the above integro-differential equation the second 
term on the right hand side is responsible for the above 
mentioned change of time delay and the deflection of 
pure periodicity of i?ii(č). Therefore, it is much smaller 
than the first part. On the other hand, if the constitu-
t ive e q u a t i o n B\i ~ p. H\ i (whe re (J. is magnetic per-
meability) is used, then we have 

DBn - - (DMu - DMr n} (25) 
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if fi/x — const which holds approximately only for mag-
nitude of magnetic field much smaller than its satura-
tion value. Since in the paper [10] the above splitting 
has not been made, a more specific comment on simul-
taneous zeros of DEp and H M r (following from (17) 
and (18) ) is not possible. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Concluding this paper it is inevitable to compare the 
foregoing results with existing achievements in the field. 
T he main contributions to viscoplasticity of ferromag-
netic materials have been given by Maugin and his col-
laborators in [1, 13]. The principal assumptions ac-
cepted in our work are closer to the scope of the first 
o:: these two papers where 

1. small strain case together with absence of exchange 
forces and gyromagnetic effects has been assumed, 

2. the accent on hysteresis effects has been given and 

3. evolution equations derived by normality of plastic 
strain rate and residual magnetization rate onto a 
loading surface. 

The main results of this paper might be summa-
rized as follows: 

1. in the case of finite plastic strains magnetic 
anisotropy induced by plastic strain is predicted 
by (14) where development of residual magnetiza-
tion by mechanical terms is also evident; 

2. the influence of magnetization on plastic strain 
rate is obtained even in the case of isotropic ferro-
magnetic materials; 

3. the obtained relationships with couplings allow 
for magnetic measurements of inelastic phenom-
ena but the measurements will show their order 
of magnitude and practical measurability of these 
phenomena; 
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